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NOVICE Round 1

TOSS-UP 1. Please translate the following sentence into English. In silva agricola lupos audit.
IN THE WOODS/FOREST, THE FARMER HEARS WOLVES
B1. Now translate the following sentence. In montibus miles monstra videbat.
IN THE MOUNTAINS, THE SOLDIER WAS SEEING/SAW MONSTERS
B2: Now translate the following sentence. In mare pastor pisces capit.
IN THE SEA THE SHEPHERD CATCHES FISH

TOSS-UP 2: Whose father, after he lay with his mother, left beneath a heavy stone a sword and a pair of sandals
to discover when he was old enough to do so?
THESEUS
BONUS 1: Who is the father of Theseus who left these tokens behind?

AEGEUS

BONUS 2: Who is the mother of Theseus, whom Aegeus lay with while visiting in Troezen? AETHRA

TOSS-UP 3. What is the Latin noun and meaning at the root of “monocle”?
B1: What is the Latin noun and meaning at the root of “manifest”?

OCULUS- EYE
MANUS- HAND

B2: What is the Latin noun and meaning at the root of “pawn”?

PES- FOOT

TOSS-UP 4. What is the English meaning of auxilium?

HELP

B1: What is the English meaning of auctoritas?

AUTHORITY

B2: What is the English meaning of autem?

TOSS-UP 5: The praetorian guard led by Cassius Chaerea assassinated which Julio-Claudian
emperor along with his wife and daughter?
BONUS 1: Who is the uncle of Caligula, who the assassins also would have liked
to eliminate but did not get the chance?
BONUS 2: Claudius too was poisoned probably at the instigation of which wife of his?

HOWEVER

CALIGULA

CLAUDIUS
AGRIPPINA

TOSS- UP 6: Which Olympian god taught Icarius the culture of the vine?

DIONYSUS/BACCHUS

BONUS 1: Who is the satyr like foster-father and companion of Dionysus?

SILENUS

BONUS 2: Who discovered the drunk Silenus and returned him to Dionysus and was
awarded with an unwanted gift?
MIDAS

TOSS-UP 7: Which Etruscan king, the son of Demaratus, gained control of the monarchy peacefully, due to his
Etruscan influence, is said to have established games in Rome, and drained the area around the Forum?
TARQUINIUS PRISCUS
BONUS 1: Who was the wife of Tarquinius Priscus?

TANAQUIL

BONUS 2: What major engineering construction is Tarquinius Priscus said to have begun?
CIRCUS MAXIMUS or CLOACA MAXIMA

TOSS-UP 8: What object, containing trimmings of his first shave, did a Roma boy wear around
his neck for protection?
BONUS 1: During what festival in March did a boy put aside his bulla?

BULLA
LIBERALIA

BONUS 2: What is another name for the toga virilis?

TOGA PURA

TOSS-UP 9: Haemon, the beautiful son of Creon, was the last man eaten by what female monster, the daughter
of Echidna, who took up residence on Mt. Phicium just to the north of the city of Thebes?
SPHINX
BONUS 1: Who correctly solved the riddle of the Sphinx ending her rule of terror?

OEDIPUS

BONUS 2: Who was the sister of Creon, whom he offered in marriage to anyone who could solve the
riddle?
JOCASTA

TOSS-UP 10: Lucius Aemilius Paullus and Gaius Terentius Varro were the Roman generals at what disastrous
route, the second worst in Roman military history, in 216 BC in the thick of the Second Punic War?
CANNAE
BONUS 1: Paullus and Varro had been given command of the army after the senate was displeased with
what other commanders tatics of delay in the previous battles against Hannibal?
FABIUS MAXIMUS
BONUS 2: What master commander was the grandson of Lucius Aemilius Paullus?
SCIPIO AEMILIANUS

TOSS-UP 11. Give the accusative plural form of rex

REGES

B1: Give the accusative plural form of corpus

CORPORA

B2: Give the ablative plural form of dea

DEABUS

TOSS-UP 12: After Ilus had founded the city of Troy, he prayed to Zeus for a sign, and
was rewarded with what object that fell from heaven?
BONUS 1: What was the Palladium?

PALLADIUM

A (WOODEN) STATUE OF ATHENA

BONUS 2: What two wily companions stole the Palladium from the citadel of Troy?
DIOMEDES & ODYSSEUS

TOSS-UP 13. What is the case of dog in the following Latin sentence? Dominus os cani iacit.

DATIVE

B1. What is the case of dog in the following sentence? Athenas semper plenae canum sunt.GENITIVE
B2: What is the case of dog in the following sentence? Difficile est docere Latinam cani.

TOSS-UP 14. Translate into Latin: “The girl sits under the tree.”

DATIVE

PUELLA SUB ARBORE SEDET

B1: Now translate: “The pretty girl will sit under the tall tree.”
PULCHRA PUELLA SUB ARBORE ALTA SEDEBIT
B2: Now try: The pretty girls were sitting under the shade of the tree.
PULCHRAE PUELLAE SUB UMBRA ARBORIS SEDEBANT

TOSS-UP 15: Which of the Flavian emperors ruled for only two years from 79 AD until his death in 81, but is
remembered by an arch in the Roman Forum which bears his name?
TITUS
BONUS 1: The capture of what city by Titus is celebrated on this arch?

JERUSALEM

BONUS 2: Give one of the two major disasters which occurred during Titus' reign.
ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS or A FIRE IN ROME

TOSS-UP 16. When called on by the moderator, perform the following command:
Sta et dic, "video mortuos homines"
STUDENT SHOULD STAND AND SAY, "I SEE DEAD PEOPLE"
B1: Now perform the following command: Omnes rogate, "amorem sentire potesne"
ALL STUDENTS SHOULD ASK, "CAN YOU FEEL/ARE YOU ABLE TO FEEL THE LOVE?"
B2: Now perform the following command: Omnes clamate " nos neminem timent"
ALL STUDENTS SHOULD SHOUT, "WE FEAR NO ONE"
TOSS-UP 17. What is the English translation of Virginia's state motto, Sic semper Tyrannis?
THUS ALWAYS TO TYRANTS
B1: What is the English translation of Arizona's motto, Ditat Deus?

GOD ENRICHES

B2: What is the Latin motto of New York?

EXCELSIOR

TOSS-UP 18: What treacherous woman killed Cassandra after she and her lover Aegisthus had killed he
husband Agamemnon?
CLYTEMNESTRA
BONUS 1: Who avenged his father's murder by killing both Clytemnestra and Aegisthus?
BONUS 2: For this matricide Orestes was tried for murder on the Areopagus, who cast
the deciding vote for acquittal?
TOSS-UP 19. What musical instrument derived from the Latin adjective for famous or clear is
a member of the woodwind family?
B1: What musical instrument is derived from the Latin word for horn?

ORESTES
ATHENA

CLARINET
CORNET

B2: What musical instrument derived from the Latin adjective for high, is also
a member of the woodwind family?

OBOE

TOSS-UP 20: Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice and answer in Latin the
questions about it.
Iuppiter, in mythologia Romana est maximus deus, filius Saturni et "pater deorum et hominum." In
monte Olympo domum habuit. Uxor Iovis est Iuno et filia eius carissima Minerva. Iuppiter habebatur
rex deorum. (repeat)
Question: Ubi Iuppiter domum habuit?

IN MONTE OLYMPO

BONUS 1: Cuius filius est Iuppiter?

SATURNI

BONUS 2: Qualis filia Minerva est?

CARISSIMA
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TOSS-UP 1: Put the following events in Roman History in chronological order:
Battle of the Milvian Bridge, Death of Cleopatra, Principate of Hadrian, and Conspiracy of Catiline
CATILINE, CLEOPATRA, HADRIAN, MULVIAN BRIDGE
BONUS 1: In what year was the Conspiracy of Catiline?

63 BC

BONUS 2: In what year was the battle of the Milvian Bridge?

312 AD

TOSS-UP 2: Alcaeus was the original name of what Greek hero, who at a young age
killed his music teacher by striking him with a lyre?

HERACLES

BONUS 1: Who was the music teacher who he killed?

LINUS

BONUS 2: Who was Heracles' step-father who taught him to drive a chariot?

AMPHITRYON

TOSS-UP 3. Give the Latin noun meaning “flight”.

FUGA

B1: Give the Latin noun meaning “journey”.

ITER

B2: Give the Latin noun meaning “danger”.

PERICULUM

TOSS-UP 4. Which of the following animal-like adjectives would be used to describe a thief?
Leonine Bovine Lupine VULPINE Canine
B1: What is the term for someone who only eats fish?

B2: What is the more common name term for the Greek derived lycanthrope?

PESCETARIAN

WEREWOLF

TOSS-UP 5: What brave young man with the praenomen Gaius, disguised as an Etruscan soldier, accidently
killed the scribe of the King because he could not ask the Etruscan soldiers which of the two was
actually the king?
(GAIUS) MUCIUS SCAEVOLA
BONUS 1: Who was the king that Mucius was trying to kill?
BONUS 2: What does the agnomen Scaevola mean?

LARS PORSENNA
LEFTY

TOSS-UP 6: What Lydian king invited the gods to a feast where he killed, cooked, and served his own son?
TANTALUS
BONUS 1: What is the name of Tantalus' son whom he served?

PELOPS

BONUS 2: In another version of the story what did Tantalus steal from Olympus?
AMBROSIA & NECTAR
TOSS-UP 7: Listen to following sentences, which I will read twice, then answer the question that
follows in English.
Daphne erat primus amor Phoebi. Ira Cupidinis Phoebo amorem dedit. Phoebus superbus viderat
Cupidinem cum sagittis et dixerat: "Quid est tibi, puer, cum armis et sagittis? Sagittae sunt meae. Tu
debes esse contentus esse cum amoribus."
Question: What gave Apollo his first love?

CUPID’S ANGER

BONUS 1: What adjective describes Apollo when he had seen Cupid with the arrow?
BONUS 2: With what does Apollo tell Cupid he should be content with?

PROUD

WITH HIS LOVES

TOSS-UP 8. Give the present active infinitive form for the verb capio

CAPERE

B1: Give the present active infinitive for the verb volo, meaning to want

VELLE

B2: Give the present active infinitive for the verb eo

IRE

TOSS-UP 9: What Roman government official was elected every 18 months, held office for five years, and was
in charge of public morality?
CENSORS
BONUS 1: How many censors were elected at one time?

TWO

BONUS 2: What religious title literally meant “highest bridge builder”?

PONTIFEX MAXIMUS

TOSS-UP 10. Please translate the following sentence into English: Rex nobilis trans forum ambulabat.
THE NOBLE KING WAS WALKING ACROSS THE FORUM
B1. Please translate the following into English: Viator defessus sub arbore totam noctem dormivit.
THE TIRED TRAVELER SLEPT ALL NIGHT UNDER A TREE
B2: Please translate the following sentence into English: The god of messengers is Mercury.
DEUS NUNTIORUM EST MERCURIUS

TOSS-UP 11. What is the case used in Latin to express duration of time?

ACCUSATIVE

B1: What case is used in Latin to express exclamation?

ACCUSATIVE

B2: What case is used in Latin to express cause?

ABLATIVE

TOSS-UP 12: Zeus often disguised himself as various people and animals to seduce mortal women.
In what form did Zeus seduce the wife of Tyndareus?
BONUS 1: In what disguise did Zeus kidnap the daughter of King Agenor?

BULL

BONUS 2: In what disguise did Zeus gain access to the daughter of Acrisius?

TOSS-UP 13. Translate into Latin: “Neptune is the king of the sea.”

SWAN

GOLDEN RAIN

NEPTUNUS REX MARIS EST

B1: Now translate: “Venus was the goddess of love.”

VENUS DEA AMORIS EST

B2: Now translate: “Who is the wife of Mars?”

QUIS UXOR MARTIS EST?

TOSS-UP 14: Which emperor, the first to be born outside of Italy, was notable for extensive public building
programs and social welfare polices, but is most known because the Empire reached
it's greatest extent during his reign?
TRAJAN
BONUS 1: In what country was Trajan born?

SPAIN

BONUS 2: Trajan's column commemorates his victories in which Roman province?

DACIA

TOSS-UP 15. What is the meaning of the medical abbreviation b.i.d.?

TWICE A DAY

B1: What is the meaning of the medical abbreviation o.d.?

RIGHT EYE

B2: What is the meaning of the medical abbreviation gtt.?

DROPS

TOSS-UP 16: What deity is often referred to with the epithets: Argeiphontes and Pyschopompos?
HERMES/MERCURY
BONUS 1: What deity is often referred to with the epithets: Ergane, Promachus, Tritogenia, and Pallas
ATHENA/MINERVA
BONUS 2: What deity is often referred to with the epithet Cythereia?

APHRODITE/VENUS

TOSS-UP 17: Which Julio-Claudian emperor was the son of Tiberius Claudius Nero and Livia Drusilla,
but when his mother divorced Nero and married Augustus, he became the step-son and future
successor of Augustus?
TIBERIUS (CLAUDIUS NERO)
BONUS 1: Who was the brother of Tiberius?

(NERO CLAUDIUS) DRUSUS

BONUS 2: Who was the second wife of Tiberius, the daughter of Augustus, who most likely
was one of the reasons that Tiberius withdrew to Capri later in his life?

JULIA

TOSS-UP 18. Which of the following does not have the same Latin root as the others?
grace congratulate GRANITE agree
B1: Which of the following does not have the same Latin root as the others?
moment motion motive MORALE
B2: Which of the following does not have the same Latin root as the others?
AIRPORT deport support transport

TOSS-UP 19: Which of the nine muses, the mother of Linus and Orpheus, is often considered the
chief of the muses as well as the muse of epic poetry?
CALLIOPE
BONUS 1: Which of the muses is the mother of the Sirens?

MELPOMENE

BONUS 2: What Thracian king, with some famous horses, is said to be the son of
either Calliope or Euterpe?

RHESEUS

TOSS-UP 20. What movie released last weekend would the Romans have called, "Atri Caeli"?
DARK SKIES
B1: What other recently released movie would the Romans have called, " dies bonus perire dure"
A GOOD DAY TO DIE HARD
B2: What other recently released movie would the Romans have called, "calida corpora"
WARM BODIES
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TOSS-UP 1. Translate into English. “Marcus, carry dinner into the kitchen.”
MARCE, FER/PORTA CENAM IN CULINAM
B1. Translate into English: “Lucius, don't run in the atrium.”
NOLI CURRERE IN ATRIO
B2: Translate into English: “Cicero, I am able to find the letter.”
CICERO, POSSUM INVENIRE/REPERIRE LITTERAM
TOSS-UP 2: What prince of Dardania was born on Mt. Ida and reared by nymphs for five years
before he was brought to his father Anchises?
BONUS 1: Who is the mother of Aeneas?

AENEAS
VENUS

BONUS 2: Who is the son of Aeneas?

ILUS/ASCANIUS

TOSS-UP 3. What tense is used in Latin to express action that is incomplete in the past?

IMPERFECT

B1: Translate the imperfect tense verb laudabam three different ways.
I WAS PRAISING/I PRAISED/I USED TO PRAISE/I KEPT ON PRAISING
B2: Translate the present tense verb cano three different ways.
I SING/I DO SING/I AM SINGING

TOSS-UP 4. What English derivative from the Latin for to have or hold, means “to prohibit
from doing something”?
INHIBIT
B1. What English derivative from the Latin for to buy, means “to get or win back”?

REDEEM

B2: What English derivative from the Latin for field, means “one who travels in foreign lands”?
PILGRIM

TOSS-UP 5: The battle of Actium and the bestowing of the title of Augustus on Octavian ushers in
what period of time in Roman history?
EMPIRE (PRINCIPATE)
BONUS 1: What year sees the deposition of Romulus Augustulus, effectively ending the
Western Roman Empire?
BONUS 2: What are the years of the Roman Republic?

476 AD

753-510/509 BC

TOSS-UP 6. Differentiate in meaning between cur and cura: WHY & WORRY/CONCERN/ANXIETY/CARE
B1: Differentiate in meaning between pretium and praemium:

PRICE & REWARD

B2: Differentiate in meaning between ignis and igitur:

FIRE & THEREFORE

TOSS-UP 7: What type of animal, an inhabitant of Mt Erymanthus, was trapped in the snow by
Heracles on his fourth labor?

BOAR

BONUS 1: What type of animals were guarded by Orthus in Spain, which Heracles had to
take as part of his 10th labor?

CATTLE

BONUS 2: What type of animals, which were fed human flesh until Heracles fetched them,
were owned by Diomedes of Thrace?
HORSES/MARES

TOSS-UP 8. What song by The Ready Set, would the Romans have called, "Da mihi tuam manum"?
GIVE ME YOUR HAND
B1: Put the Imagine Dragon's top forty song "It's Time" into Latin.

TEMPUS EST

B2: Put Bridget Mendler's recent hit "Ready or not" into Latin.
PARATUS AUT NON

TOSS-UP 9: What Pythian king received two horses as a present at his wedding to Thetis?

PELEUS

BONUS 1: What are the names of the two horses which eventually became Achilles' horses?
XANTHUS & BALIUS
BONUS 2: Who was the only goddess not invited to their wedding?

ERIS

TOSS-UP 10. Translate into Latin: “Death is the end of life.”

MORS FINIS VITAE EST

B1: Translate into Latin: “The law of nature is great.”

LEX NATURAE EST MAGNA

B2: Translate into Latin: “The temple of Vesta is in the middle of the Forum.”
TEMPLUM VESTAE IN MEDIO FORO EST

TOSS-UP 11: In 76 BC, who, on his way to study oratory in Rhodes, was kidnapped by pirates?
JULIUS CAESAR
BONUS 1: In 59 BC, with whom was Caesar elected consul?

(MARCUS) BIBULUS

BONUS 2: In 52 BC, Caesar defeated what Gallic chieftain at the siege of Alesia?
VERCINGETORIX

TOSS-UP 12. Translate the legal phrase: in loco parentis

IN PLACE OF THE PARENT

B1: Translate the phrase: hic iacet sepultus

HERE LIES BURIED

B2: Translate the phrase: vox populi, vox dei
THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE, THE VOICE OF GOD

TOSS-UP 13: What type of Roman name was bestowed on someone who had earned it through glorious deeds,
such as the “Africanus” in Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus?
AGNOMEN
BONUS 1: What Roman praenomen was abbreviated M’ (read:M-apostrophe)?

MANIUS

BONUS 2: What Roman praenomen was abbreviated K.?

KAESO

TOSS-UP 14: Who during his reign, focused much of his attention on diplomacy, trade, and enhancing the
cultural life of the Empire? He ordered theaters built and promoted athletic games, and is
responsible for the building of the domus aurea.
NERO
BONUS 1: His capable general Corbulo conducted a successful war and negotiated peace
with what eastern empire?

PARTHIA

BONUS 2: In 66 AD, to what region did Nero have to dispatch Vespasian to quell a revolt?
JUDEA

TOSS-UP 15. Put the phrase arbor alta into the dative plural:
B1: Put the phrase nauta ferus into the accusative singular:
B2: Put the phrase vulnus grave into the accusative singular:

ARBORIBUS ALTIS
NAUTAM FERUM
VULNUS GRAVE

TOSS-UP 16: Tradition says that this king of Rome established the Roman colony at the mouth of the Tiber, but
most certainly he built the first bridge across the Tiber to access the salt-pans south of the Tiber.
Who is this historical figure who is said to be the fourth king of Rome?
ANCUS MARCIUS
BONUS 1: What is the name of the first wooden bridge across the Tiber built by Ancus Marcius?
PONS SUBLICIUS
BONUS 2: What is the name of the first and most important prison in Rome, which Ancus is also said to
have built?
MAMERTINE (PRISON)

TOSS-UP 17: Listen carefully to the following sentences, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin
the question that follows.
Nono die, Hannibal cum copiis suis ad Alpes pervenit. Castris positis, omnes milites quieti se dederunt.
Nix etiam magnum terrorem adiecit. Hannibal in promontorio stans militibus Italiam ostendit. Sed iter
ad Italiam difficillimum fuit. (repeat)
Quaestio: Nono die, quo Hannibal pervenit?

AD ALPES

BONUS 1: Quaestio: In promontorio, quid Hannibal militibus ostendit?

ITALIAM

BONUS 2: Quaestio: Quid magnum terrorem adiecit?

NIX

TOSS-UP 18: Ariadne awoke from a groggy sleep and watched in disbelief as she watched Theseus'
fleet depart from what island?

NAXOS

BONUS 1: On what island is Hephaestus said to have landed when Hera pitched him from Olympus?
LEMNOS
BONUS 2: On what island was Apollo said to have been born?

DELOS

TOSS-UP 19. What is the meaning of the root common to both locomotion and locavore?
B1: What is the meaning of the root common to both trivial and voyage?

PLACE
ROAD/PATH/WAY

B2: What is the meaning of the root common to both equinoctial and iniquity?

EQUAL

TOSS-UP 20: Which Greek Olympian deity, the first to be tried for murder, was the father of Eros, Deimus, and
Phobus by Aphrodite, with whom he was once caught in an act of infidelity?
ARES
BONUS 1: What is the name of Aphrodite and Ares daughter?
BONUS 2: What mortal during the Trojan war was responsible for wounding Ares?

HARMONIA
DIOMEDES
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TOSS-UP 1 Welcome to the Cinema Romana! What recent movie would the Romans have called “Nihil Atrum
Triginta”?
ZERO DARK THIRTY
BONUS 1: What recent movie would the Romans have called “Homunculus”?
THE HOBBIT
BONUS 2: What song from a recent movie would the Romans have called “Auditisne homines
cantantes”?
“DO YOU HEAR THE PEOPLE SING”

TOSS-UP 2: Which Greek killed a Trojan king and several of his sons after coming to Troy to avenge a past
injustice, in which he had not been properly rewarded for saving the king’s daughter, Hesione, from a sea
monster?
HERACLES
BONUS 1: What man, the father of a chieftain in the later, more famous Trojan War, was Heracles’s
chief lieutenant in this expedition?
TELAMON
BONUS 2: How did Telamon almost lose his life in this expedition?
HERACLES ALMOST KILLED HIM FOR BEING THE FIRST TO BREACH THE WALL

TOSS-UP 3: The Battle of Pydna in 168 BC, brought to a close the third of four wars against what eastern
peoples?
MACEDONIANS
BONUS 1: Who was the Macedonian commander who was defeated in that battle?

PERSEUS

BONUS 2: What formation did the Macedonians use at Pydna which previously had given the Romans
fits, before they developed their own fine tuned Roman legions?
PHALANX

TOSS-UP 4: Listen to the following passage which I will read twice, and answer the questions that follow in
Latin?
Palatinum Capitoliumque in magno periculo erant. Galli collem ascendere nocte temptabant, nam
Capitolium in loco altissimo erat. Romani magnopere permovebantur. Omnia in silentio erant. In

Capitolio Marcus Manlius fuit. Etiam in Capitolio erant anseres sacri. Manlius Gallos advenientes non
audivit, sed anseres audiebant. (repeat)
Question: Qui collem nocte ascendere temptabant?

GALLI

BONUS 1: Quomodo Romani permovebantur?

MAGNOPERE

BONUS 2: Quid Manlius audiebat?

ANSERES

TOSS-UP 5: From what Latin verb and meaning is the word ‘dative’ derived?
DO, DARE – TO GIVE
BONUS 1: From what Latin verb and meaning is the word ‘ablative’ derived?
AUFERO – TO BEAR AWAY/STEAL
BONUS 2: From what Latin noun and meaning is the world ‘nominative’ derived?
NOMEN – NAME

TOSS-UP 6: According to Hesiod, what two creatures, along with the mountains, were born of Gaia alone?
URANUS and PONTUS
BONUS 1: Gaia had lots of children with Uranus, but she also bore five children to Pontus. Name any
two of these five.
two of: NEREUS, PHORCYS, CETO, THAUMAS, EURYBIA
BONUS 2: Name the four entities, other than Gaia, that were born out of Chaos.
TARTARUS, EREBUS, NYX, EROS

TOSS-UP 7: Which foreign king was summoned by Tarentum to assist against the Romans circa 280BC?
PYRRHUS
BONUS 1: What was the first battle he waged with Rome in which the Romans first
encountered elephants?

HERACLEA

BONUS 2: What battle of the following year was the quintessential “Pyrrhic victory”?
ASCULUM
TOSS-UP 8: What is the English meaning of the motto of Oklahoma, labor omnia vincit?
B1: What is the Latin motto of Maine, which means, I guide?
B2: What is the Latin motto of Kansas?

Work conquers all
Dirigo
Ad astra per aspera

TOSS-UP 9: In which Roman ritual did the oldest son shake his dead father’s body and call out his father’s
name three times?
CONCLAMATIO

BONUS 1: What was the term for professional mourners?

PRAEFICAE

BONUS 2: What was the term for the “funeral societies” to which Romans paid monthly dues to ensure
a proper burial?
COLLEGIA

TOSS-UP 10 Translate into Latin: The power of the kings was increased in war.
IMPERIUM REGUM IN BELLO AUGEBATUR/AUCTUM EST
BONUS 1: Translate into Latin: In the summer many birds fly through the sky.
AESTATE MULTAE AVES PER CAELUM VOLANT
BONUS 2: Translate into Latin: This song is sweet, man.
EST HOC CARMEN DULCE, VIR

TOSS-UP 11: What son of Hephaestus and Anticleia did Theseus kill by beating him to death with his own
bronze club?
PERIPHETES
BONUS 1: Between what two cities was Theseus traveling when he came across Periphetes?
TROEZEN and ATHENS
BONUS 2: Name three of the other bandits killed by Theseus during this trip.
three of: SINIS/PITYOCAMPTES, SCIRON, CERCYON, PROCRUSTES
TOSS-UP 12: Give the second person singular future active indicative of tango.
TANGES.
BONUS 1: Give the second person plural perfect passive indicative of maneo.
MANSI ESTIS.
BONUS 2: Give the present passive infinitive of habeo habere.
HABERI
TOSS-UP 13: Which emperor had an older twin brother, named Titus Aurelius Flavius Antoninus who died
when they were only four leaving him the sole surviving son of Marcus Aurelius?
COMMODUS
BONUS 1: Who is the successor of Commodus whose rule lasted only three months?

PERTINAX

BONUS 2: The successor of Pertinax was Didius Julianus, who is famous for gaining the principate in
what odd fashion?
BOUGHT AT AUCTION
DESCRIPTION

TOSS-UP 14: Differentiate in meaning between concilium and consilium.
CONCILIUM – COUNCIL/ASSEMBLY; CONSILIUM – COUNSEL/ADVICE
BONUS 1: Differentiate in meaning between os, ossis and os, oris.

OS, OSSIS – BONE; OS, ORRIS - MOUTH
BONUS 2: Differentiate in meaning between mos and mors.
MOS – CUSTOM; MORS – DEATH

TOSS-UP 15: Who in mourning for his cousin, taking reufge in the water and shunning the sun, was turned into
a swan?
CYGNUS
BONUS 1: What nifty inventor outshined his unlce by inventing the compass and saw, was turned into a
partidge?
PERDIX
BONUS 2: Having challenged the Muses to a contest of story-telling, the daughters of Pierus were
turned into what birds?
MAGPIES

TOSS-UP 16: Translate into English: “Meus magister est pulchior quam tuus magister.”
MY TEACHER IS PRETTIER THAN YOUR TEACHER.
BONUS 1: Translate into English: “Verbis dictis, tuus magister lacrimabat.”
WITH THESE WORDS HAVING BEEN SAID, YOUR TEACHER CRIED.
BONUS 2: Translate into English: “Meus magister ridebat et tuus magister pellebat eum saxo.”
MY TEACHER LAUGHED AND YOUR TEACHER HIT HIM WITH A ROCK.

TOSS-UP 17: What childhood friend of Augustus, loyal to him until his death, commanded Augustus' forces in
the civil war with Antony, and was victorious at Actium?
AGRIPPA
BONUS 1: In what year was the battle of Actium?
31 BC
BONUS 2: Octavian was of course fighting Antony and Cleopatra, but which of the many Cleopatras
was this Cleopatra?
CLEOPATRA VII

TOSS-UP 18: What use of the ablative is found in the phrase:“magno cum murmure montis”?
MANNER
BONUS 1: What use of the ablative is found in the following sentence:
“PUER ALTIOR PUELLĀ EST”?
COMPARISON
BONUS 2: What use of the ablative is found in the following phrase: “vir egregio honore”?
ABLATIVE OF DESCRIPTION/CHARACTERISTIC

TOSS-UP 19: Which Greek Olympian was a parent to all of the following: Despoina, Philomelus, Arion,
Persephone?
DEMETER
BONUS 1: Who was the father of two of the above?

POSEIDON

BONUS 2: At whose wedding were Philomelus and his brother Plutus conceived?
CADMUS AND HARMONIA’S

TOSS-UP 20: Which of the following words, if any, is not derived from the same Latin word as the others:
cabbage, capital, chapter, caterpillar, or chief?
CATERPILLAR
BONUS 1: From what Latin word and meaning are the others in the list derived?
CAPUT - HEAD
BONUS 2: What English derivative of caput means ‘to appease or surrender’?
CAPITULATE
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TOSS-UP 1. What is the Latin verb and meaning at the root of: auctioneer?
B1. What is the Latin verb and meaning at the root of: author?
B2: What is the Latin verb and meaning at the root of: obedient?

AUGEO- TO INCREASE
AUGEO- TO INCREASE
AUDIO- TO HEAR

TOSS-UP 2: What Roman king of Sabine origin, according to Livy, supposedly lived in Cures before his
election to the throne, whose first act was to build the temple of Janus, and who is credited with
many political and religious institutions?
NUMA POMPILIUS
BONUS 1: Who is the first wife of Numa?

TATIA

BONUS 2: Who was the later, and more famous consort of Numa?

EGERIA

TOSS-UP 3: Who was born on Mt. Ida and reared by nymphs for five years, before he was brought
to his father Anchises?
AENEAS
BONUS 1: Who was the wife of Aeneas in Troy and the mother of Ascanius?
BONUS 2: Who are the royal parents of Creusa?

CREUSA
PRIAM & HECUBA

TOSS-UP 4. Translate in English: signum Romanum civitatis est toga.
THE ROMAN SYMBOL/SIGN/SIGNAL OF CITIZENSHIP/THE STATE IS THE TOGA
B1: Translate into English: petere pacem est parare bellum.
TO SEEK PEACE IS TO PREPARE FOR WAR
B2: Translate into English: naves multi in mari videbuntur.
MANY SHIPS WILL BE SEEN IN THE SEA

TOSS-UP 5: Which type of gladiator was lightly clad, usually fought Myrmillones or Secutores, and was
armed with a net and trident?
RETIARIUS
BONUS 1: Which type of gladiator fought armed with a curved piece of wood and a lasso?
LAQUEARIUS
BONUS 2: What is the term for a gladiator trainer?

LANISTA

TOSS-UP 6: What priestess of Hera, a daughter of the river god Inachus, attracted the attention of Zeus and,
after she was discovered by Hera as Zeus' lover, was turned into a cow?
IO
BONUS 1: Who did Hera charge with guarding the bovine girl?

ARGUS

BONUS 2: What is the name of the son Io gave birth to after she was returned to her former self?
EPAPHUS

TOSS-UP 7: Put the noun fides into the ablative singular
B1. Put the noun portus into the dative singular
B2: Put the noun onus into the ablative plural

FIDE
PORTUI
ONERIBUS

TOSS-UP 8 What is the use of subjunctive in the following sentence?Tantum est periculum ut pauci veniant.
RESULT CLAUSE
B1: What is the use of the subjunctive in the following sentence? Verebatur ne tu aeger esses.
FEAR CLAUSE
B2: What is the use of the subjunctive in the following sentence? Accidit ut me non videret.
NOUN CLAUSE (OF RESULT)

TOSS-UP 9: In 295 BC, what general during the battle of Sentinum charged on horseback boldly into the
enemy horde, thus committing the sacred act of devotio, which inspired the Roman army on to victory?
DECIUS MUS
BONUS 1: This victory was the decisive victory of which war for the Romans?
THIRD SAMNITE WAR
BONUS 2: Name one of the other peoples that allied themselves with the Samnites against the Romans
in this the Third of the Samnite Wars.
ETRUSCANS/UMBRIANS/GAULS

TOSS-UP 10. What is the English meaning of the Latin verb claudo claudere?
B1: What is the English menaing of the Latin verb celo celare?

TO SHUT/CLOSE
TO HIDE

B2: What is the English menaing of the Latin verb cerno cernere?
TO SEE/DECIDE/DETERMINE/PERCEIVE

TOSS-UP 11: What daughter of King Tantalus married Amphion before she boasted of her children and was
turned into a weeping rock?
NIOBE
BONUS 1: What old man was also turned into a rock by Hermes when he failed to hold up his deal with
Hermes to not tell anyone of the theft of Apollo's cattle by him?
BATTUS
BONUS 2: What daughter of Cecrops was also turned into a rock for barring Hermes from entering their
home when he had fallen in love with her sister Herse?
AGRAULUS

TOSS-UP 12. Listen to the following passage which I will read twice and answer in Latin the questions
that follow.
Iam filii Anci prope adulti erant. Sed Tarquinius ipse rex creari cupiebat. Is primum palam
regnum petiit, memorans officia privata ac publica et benignitatem in omnes. Magno consensu populus
Romanus eum regnare iussit.
Question: Quid Tarquinius cupiebat?

REX CREARI

B1: Quomodo Tarquinius regnum petebat?

PALAM

B2: Quomodo populus Romanus Tarquinium regnare iussit?

TOSS-UP 13. Translate: This tree is taller than that tree.

MAGNO CONCENSU

HAEC ARBOR EST ALTIOR /ILLA ARBORE
/QUAM ILLA ARBOR

B1: Translate: The blacksmith will be better than the farmer.
FABER ERIT MELIOR AGRICOLA/QUAM AGRICOLA
Faber erit melior agricolā/quam agricola
B2: Translate: The mountain was larger than the hill.
MONS ERAT MAIOR COLLE/QUAM COLLIS

TOSS-UP 14: Which Olympian god taught Icarius the culture of the vine?
BONUS 1: Who is the satyr like foster-father and companion of Dionysus?

DIONYSUS/BACCHUS
SILENUS

BONUS 2: Who discovered the drunk Silenus and returned him to Dionysus and was awarded with an
unwanted gift?
MIDAS

TOSS-UP 15.What color is the meaning of the Latin word at the root of oriole?
B1. During what season is the vernal equinox?
B2: What is the meaning of estival?

GOLD
SPRING

(HAVING TO DO WITH) SUMMER

TOSS-UP 16. Translate into English the motto of Mississippi, virtute et armis.

BY VIRTUE AND ARMS

B1: Translate into English the motto of Colorado, nil sine numine.
NOTHING WITHOUT GOD'S WILL
B2: Translate into English the motto of West Virginia, montani semper liberi.
MOUNTAINEERS ARE ALWAYS FREE

TOSS-UP 17: What son of Nero Claudius Drusus and brother of Germanicus was the first Roman emperor
born outside of Italy?
CLAUDIUS
BONUS 1: Name any provinces other than Britannia which Claudius annexed.
Thrace/Noricum/Pamphylia/Lycia/ Judea/Mauretania
BONUS 2: What island did Claudius free after he had seized it earlier in his rule?

RHODES

TOSS-UP 18. Put into Latin using only one word the title of One Direction's recent hit, "Little Things".
PARVA
B1: Put into Latin the title of Fun's recent hit, "Some Nights".

ALIQUI/NONULLI NOCTES

B2: Put into Latin, using only a deponent verb, the title of Pink's recent hit, "Try"

TOSS-UP 19: Complete the following analogy. Minos: Pasiphae :: Cadmus: ____________

CONARE

HARMONIA

BONUS 1: Daunaus: Aegyptus:: Thyestes: ____________

ATREUS

BONUS 2: Menelaus : Hermione :: Peneus : ____________

DAPHNE

TOSS-UP 20: What ambitious future emperor, encouraged by the predictions of astrologers, but highly
disappointed by the adoption of Lucius Calpurnius Piso Licinianus by the current emperor, purchased the
services of 23 Praetorian guards and led a coup d’etat in the early morning hours of January 15th, 69 AD?
OTHO
BONUS 1: The legions, in what part of the empire, had already pledged allegiance to Vitellius
before Otho had overthrown Galba?
GERMANY
BONUS 2: Otho committed suicide after being defeated in battle near which town in northern Italy?
CREMONA or BEDRIACUM
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TOSS-UP 1: Known as the “queen of the roads”, the Via Appia originally extended to what Italian
city before being extended to reach Brundisium?
BONUS 1: Which Roman road ran through the Forum?

CAPUA

VIA SACRA

BONUS 2: Which Roman road, built in 130 BC, extended northeast towards Byzantium?
VIA EGNATIA

TOSS-UP 2. Listen to the following passage which I will read twice and answer in Latin
the questions that follow.
Maxima cum difficultate Psyche iter in Orcum fecit. Libenter autem Proserpina ei pulchritudinem
suam dedit. Sed Psyche curiosissima in itinere pyxidem aperuit. Statim puella infelix cecidit et
iacebat quasi mortua.
Question: Quo Psyche iter faciebat?
B1: Quomodo Proserpina Psychae pulchritudinem suam dabat?
B2: Quid Proserpina aperuit?

IN ORCUM
LIBENTER
PYXIDEM

TOSS-UP 3: What hero from Ephyra successfully fought against the Amazons, the Solymi, and,
most famously, the Chimaera?
BELLEROPHON
BONUS 1: Who sent Bellerophon on these dangerous missions, because the hero had brought him a
sealed letter instructing him to kill the bearer?
IOBATES
BONUS 2: What son-in-law of Iobates had sent Bellerophon to him with this letter?
PROETUS

TOSS-UP 4. Please translate: Caesar putavit suam uxorem optimam esse.
CAESAR THOUGHT HIS WIFE WAS THE BEST
B1: Please translate: Dux iubebit exercitum flumen transire.
THE GENERAL/LEADER WILL ORDER THE ARMY TO CROSS THE RIVER
B2: Please translate: Auriga fortis sentit inimicum appropinquare a tergo.
THE BRAVE CHARIOTEER SENSES/FEELS/PERCEIVES/ THAT AN ENEMY APPROACHES
FROM THE REAR

TOSS-UP 5. What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? Ei sunt humaniores ceteris.
COMPARISON
B1: What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? Romani Germanos virtute praecedunt.
RESPECT/SPECIFICATION
B2: What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? Scipio amplissimo genere natus est.
SOURCE/ORIGIN

TOSS-UP 6: In 458 BC, after 16 days what Roman farmer set down his appointed power to return to his wife
and fields?
CINCINNATUS
BONUS 1: With whom were the Romans at odds when they called upon Cincinnatus?
AEQUI
BONUS 2: On what mountain was the Roman army trapped thus causing the senate to
require the skills of Cincinnatus?
MT. ALGIDUS

TOSS-UP 7. Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
Access concede CONCAVE unsuccessful
B1: Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
Biceps cadet recapitulation CASKET
B2: Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
Notion recognize ignoble NOTATION

TOSS-UP 8: What son of Menoetius, became the squire of Achilles and led the Greeks against the Trojans
when Achilles refused to fight, but was cut down by Hector?
PATROCLUS
BONUS 1: What king of Lycia did Patroclus kill before he met his own end?

SARPEDON

BONUS 2: Achilles had been refusing to fight because which prize concubine of his had
he been forced to give to Agamemnon?
BRISEIS

TOSS-UP 9. What is the meaning of the abbreviation ibid.?
B1. What is the meaning of the abbreviation cf.?
B2: What is the meaning of the abbreviation viz.?

IN THE SAME PLACE
COMPARE
NAMELY/ONE MAY SEE

TOSS-UP 10: Who successfully yoked a lion and a boar to his daughters Argeia and Deipyle when he ousted
the would-be kings of Thebes, and Calydon showed up arguing on his doorstep?
ADRASTUS
BONUS 1: For whom did Apollo successfully yoke a lion and a boar to a chariot, winning him the hand
of the eldest daughter of Pelias in marriage?
ADMETUS
BONUS 2: Back to the Seven Against Thebes: which of the seven was sent ahead of the rest to demand
Eteocles’s surrender, and ended up killing 49 out of the 50 men Eteocles sent to ambush him?
TYDEUS
TOSS-UP 11: What war from 264-241 BC, was fought primarily over the control of Sicily,
between Rome and Carthage?
FIRST PUNIC WAR
BONUS 1: What battle of 260 BC marked the first naval victory of note for the Romans?
BONUS 2: The loss at what battle in 241 BC, caused Carthage to vacate Sicily
and negotiate peace with the Romans?

TOSS-UP 12. Give a first conjugation deponent verb meaning “to encourage”
B1. Give a second conjugation deponent verb meaning “to promise”
B2. Give a third conjugation deponent verb meaning “to set out”

MYLAE

AEGATES ISLANDS

HORTOR HORTARI
POLLICEOR POLLICERI
PROFICISCOR PROFICISCI

TOSS-UP 13. In 60 AD during the rule of Nero, what queen of the Iceni, led a revolt on the island of Britannia?
BOUDICCA
BONUS 1: Who was the organizer of a conspiracy, also during Nero's rule, which failed and in which
all the participants including Lucan and Seneca the Elder, were executed?
(GAIUS CALPURNIUS) PISO
BONUS 2: In what other province in 66 AD, was there a revolt, which required Nero to dispatch
Vespasian to restore order?
JUDEA

TOSS-UP 14. For the verb pello pellere, give the third person pluperfect active indicative

PEPULLERANT

B1: For the verb credo credere, give the third person singular pluperfect active subjunctive
CREDIDISSET
B2: For the verb tango tangere, give the second person singular future perfect indicative TETIGERIS

TOSS-UP 15. What emotion is associated with the English adjective felicitate?

HAPPY

B1: What emotion is associated with irascible?

ANGRY

B2: What emotion is associated with indolent?

SAD

TOSS-UP 16: What is the collective name for the three children of Zeus and Eurynome, whose names are
Aglaea, Euphrosyne, and Thalia?
CHARITES
BONUS 1: Name the three children of Eos and Astraeus who, together with Eurus, make up the winds.
BOREAS, NOTUS, AND ZEPHYRUS
BONUS 2: Name the four children of Styx and Pallas.

BIA, CRATUS, NIKE, ZELUS

TOSS-UP 17. Translate: Many voices had been heard within the study.
MULTAE VOCES IN TABLINO AUDITAE ERANT
B1: Many sailors have sailed to Brundisium from Athens.
MULTI NAUTAE BRUNDISIUM ATHENIS NAVIGAVERUNT
B2: Translate: Many legions will have marched from Gaul to Italy.
MULTAE LEGIONES AB GALLIA AD ITALIAM ITER FECERINT

TOSS-UP 18: Who was generally regarded as a good emperor, gaining notoriety as the prefect of the Praetorian
Guard and carrying on a controversial relationship with the Jewish queen Bernice, but is more
well known for relieving the suffering caused by the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius?
TITUS (FLAVIUS VESPASIANUS)
B1: What other disaster befell Rome during his reign?

A FIRE

B 2: What was the last fortress in Palestine to hold out against the Romans under Titus' command?
MASADA

TOSS-UP 19. You might want to buy a vowel if you get this one correct. Put into Latin the popular game show
title, "Wheel of Fortune"
ROTA FORTUNAE
B1: You're the next contestant on the Price is Right. Please put that game show title into Latin.
PRETIUM RECTUM EST
B2: What popular game show would the Romans have called, rixa familiaris?

FAMILY FEUD

TOSS-UP 20: Who is credited with the invention of the compass, the potter’s wheel, and the saw?
More inventions may have followed if this young man’s life had not been cut short by his
jealous uncle Daedalus.
PERDIX (or TALUS/CALUS)
BONUS 1: Daedalus was convicted of this murder on the Areopagus and perhaps exiled from Athens.
To whose court did Daedalus then flee, where he was given refuge?
MINOS’
BONUS 2: Daedalus fell into disfavor with Minos before long by helping Ariadne help Theseus escape
from the Labyrinth. To whose court did Daedalus then flee, where he was given refuge?
COCALUS’
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Intermediate Round 3
TO DARE & TO INCREASE

B1. Differentiate in meaning between angustus and antiquus

NARROW & OLD

B2. Differentiate in meaning between cor and cornu

HEART & HORN

TOSS-UP 2: Which emperor ruled during arguably the most peaceful period of time of the Roman Empire,
never commanding a legion, perhaps never being near one? He did, however, celebrate Rome's 900th
anniversary and had a wall built from the Firth of Forth to the Firth of Clyde.
ANTONINUS PIUS
BONUS 1: Who was the wife of Antoninus Pius?

FAUSTINA

BONUS 2: Who were the two adoptive sons of Antonius Pius who would take power in 138 AD?
MARCUS AURELIUS & LUCIUS VERUS

TOSS-UP 3: What hero's original name was Hipponous? He was later renamed after he was
purified of the murder of Bellerus.
BELLEROPHON
BONUS 1: What was the original name of Heracles?

ALCAEUS (or ALCIDES)

BONUS 2: By what name was Achilles known while staying at the court of Lycomedes?

PYRRHA

TOSS-UP 4. Translate: Milites pontem aedificaverunt ut trans flumen impetum facerent.
THE SOLDIERS BUILT/MADE A BRIDGE TO MAKE AN ATTACK ACROSS THE RIVER
B1: Translate: Impetu facto, equites pedem referebant.
AFTER/WHEN THE ATTACK WAS MADE/THE ATTACK HAVING BEEN MADE,
THE HORSEMEN/EQUESTRIANS WERE RETREATING/RETREATED
B2: Translate: Romani tam acriter pugnaverant ut pauci in proelio interficerentur.
THE ROMANS SO FIERCELY/BITTERLY HAD FOUGHT THAT FEW IN BATTLE WERE KILLED
TOSS-UP 5. What English derivative, from the Latin for “to deny”, means “a deserter from one faith,
cause, or allegiance to another”?
RENEGADE
B1: What English derivative, from the Latin for “to harm”, means “producing no injury”?INNOCUOUS
B2: What English derivative, from the Latin for “to put or place”, means “the act of placing two or more
things side by side”?
JUXTAPOSITION

TOSS-UP 6: In 66 BC, the Lex Manilia, gave Pompey the supreme command of the army
to defeat what foreign general in the East?
BONUS 1: From whom was the command of the army taken?

MITHRIDATES
LUCULLUS

BONUS 2: One year earlier, what law had been passed giving Pompey command
to rid the Mediterranean of pirates?
LEX GABINIA

TOSS-UP 7: What son of Pandion, though perhaps only by adoption, expelled the sons of Metion from Athens
with the help of his three brothers, but then took the kingship of Athens for himself alone? He later traveled to
Delphi to inquire how he might beget a son, and was given cryptic advice about his wineskin.
AEGEUS
BONUS 1: Which of Aegeus’s brothers had already fallen to the Cretan King Minos by the time Aegeus
was forced to concede to the tribute Minos imposed?
NISUS
BONUS 2: Where was Nisus king?

MEGARA

TOSS-UP 8. Listen to the following passage which I will read twice and answer in English
the questions that follow.
Ulixes cum ab hora septima ad vesperum exspectavisset, veritus ne socii sui in periculo
versarentur, non nullos e reliquis misit, ut quae causa esset morae cognoscerent. Itaque hi in
terram expositi ad vicum qui non longe aberat se contulerunt; quo cum venissent, socios suos
quasi ebrios reppererunt.
Question: Who did Ulysses send to find out the cause of the delay?
B1: Until what time did Ulysses wait until he sent some of his men?

SOME OF HIS MEN
UNTIL NIGHTFALL

B2: In what condition were his men when he found them?

DRUNK

TOSS-UP 9. What is the use of the dative in the following sentence? Gladius et scutum militi sunt.
REFERENCE/POSSESSION
B1: What is the use of the dative in the following sentence? Sicilia insula proxima Italiae est.
SPECIAL ADJECTIVES
B2: What is the use of the dative in the following sentence? Certe liber mihi legendus est.
AGENT

TOSS-UP 10: Otherwise known as sordidati, what kind of men wore a toga pulla? THOSE IN MOURNING
BONUS 1: What is the term for a slave’s cap of freedom?

PILLEUS

BONUS 2: What is the term for a broad-brimmed travelers’ hat?

PETASUS

TOSS-UP 11: Who is missing from the following list? Steno, Euryale and ______________
BONUS 1: Who is missing from this list? Castor, Pollux, Helen and _________

MEDUSA

CLYTEMNESTRA

BONUS 2: Who is missing from this list? Helius, Selene and ________________

EOS

TOSS-UP 12. What is the following popular tagline which in Latin might be, noli proficisci domo sine eo?
DON'T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT
B1: Put into Latin, the tagline of Allstate, "Are you in good hands?"
B2: Put into Latin, the tagline of FTD Floral, "Say it with flowers."

TOSS-UP 13. Make the phrase aquila audax plural
B1: Now make aquilae audaces genitive
B2: Now make aquilarum audacium singular and ablative

IN BONIS MANIBUS ESNE?
DIC ID FLORIBUS

AQUILAE AUDACES
AQUILARUM AUDACIUM
AQUILA AUDACI

TOSS-UP 14: Which king of Rome was responsible for the building of the Curia, and was probably the
grandson of Hostus Hostilius?
TULLUS HOSTILIUS
BONUS 1: The principal event of Tullus Hostilius' rule was the defeat of what nearby city to Rome?
ALBA LONGA
BONUS 2: Who was the dictator of Alba Longa at this time, who was ripped apart by two chariots for
his betrayal of Rome?
METTIUS FUFETIUS

TOSS-UP 15: What minor deity, according to some accounts, appeared to Alcyone in the form of her dead
husband to inform her that Ceyx had died in a storm, whereupon Alcyone threw herself into the
sea and became a kingfisher?
MORPHEUS
BONUS 1: Morpheus’s father, Somnus, was the Roman equivalent of the Greek Hypnos. Who is
Hypnos’s brother, with whom Heracles wrestled to save the life of Alcestis?
THANATOS
BONUS 2: In a different account of Ceyx and Alcyone, why were the couple changed into birds?
CALLED EACH OTHER ZEUS AND HERA

TOSS-UP 16. Translate into Latin the following: “The soldier had not been desirous of war.”
MILES NON FUERAT CUPIDUS BELLI
B1: Translate into Latin the following: “Several of the bedrooms were full of maids.”
COMPLURA CUBICULA ERANT PLENA ANCILLARUM
B2: Translate into Latin the following: “The garden was full of birds and flowers.”
HORTUS ERAT PLENUS AVIUM ET FLORUM

TOSS-UP 17. What single organization has as it's motto, semper fidelis?

US MARINE CORPS

B1: What two organizations have as their motto, semper paratus?
BOY SCOUTS AND US COAST GUARD
B2: What is a sine qua non?

A NECESSITY

TOSS-UP 18: Which of the following provinces did Augustus not control during the first three years of his
principate?
Spain MACEDONIA Gaul Syria
BONUS 1: Which of the following did Augustus not annex during his rule?
Dalmatia MAURETANIA Raetia Pannonia
BONUS 2: In what year did Augustus die and his successor Tiberius take over?

14 AD

TOSS-UP 19: What queen of the island of Scheria provided hospitality to Odysseus and urged her husband to
help him return to Ithaca after her daughter had found Odysseus lying naked on the shore?
ARETE
BONUS 1: Who were Arete’s husband and daughter?

ALCINOUS and NAUSICAA

BONUS 2: What earlier Greek hero did Arete also persuade her husband to help, and on what condition?
JASON, if his MARRIAGE to MEDEA had been CONSUMMATED

TOSS-UP 20. Which of the following words is not derived from a Latin number?
Onion Squad Duplicate ATTRIBUTE
Bonus 1. What derivative from the Latin for five means, the most typical example or representative?
QUINTESSENCE
Bonus 2: What number is at the root of afternoon?

NINE
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TOSS-UP 1. Using “rogo,” Translate into Latin: Brutus asked Lucius where the forum was.
Brutus rogabat/rogavit Lucium ubi forum esset.
BONUS 1: Using, “vereor,” translate into Latin: Brutus feared that his friend Lucius was not coming.
Brutus veritus est/verebatur ut amicus suus Lucius veniret.
BONUS 2: Translate into Latin: Lucius was so late that Brutus began to run back home. Alas!
Lucius tam tardus erat/fuit ut Brutus domum recurrere coepisset. Eheu!
TOSS-UP 2: Publius was the praenomen of what Roman army officer who bravely stood his ground on the
Sublician bridge against the invading army of Clusium?
HORATIUS COCLES
BONUS 1: Who was the king of Clusium during this invasion?

LARS PORSENNA

BONUS 2: What hill outside of Rome had Porsenna stormed and taken prior to attempting to cross the
Pons Sublicius?
JANICULUM HILL

TOSS-UP 3: The glint of the moonlight caused the death of which two daring young men in book 9 of Aeneid
as they snuck through the enemy camp on their way to send a message to Aeneas?
NISUS & EURYALUS
BONUS 1: Diomedes and Odysseus were also very daring and sneaky. Whose horses did they capture
before they had a chance to drink from the rivers of Troy?
RHESUS
BONUS 2: Who divulged to a disguised Hermes the theft of Hermes after he agreed not to, and was
turned into a rock for his deceit?
BATTUS

TOSS-UP 4. Which of the following words, if any, is NOT derived from the same Latin root as the others?:
contingent, ATTENUATE, attain, tactile
BONUS 1: From what Latin adjective and meaning is “attenuate” derived?
TENUIS-THIN
BONUS 2: Give the meaning and principal parts of the Latin verb from which the other words in the tossup
are derived.
TANGO TANGERE TETIGI TACTUM- TOUCH
TOSS-UP 5: Translate into English the motto of Yale, Lux et Veritas.

LIGHT AND TRUTH

B1: Translate into English the motto of Columbia University, in lumine tuo videbimus lumen.
In your light we will see the light
B2: Translate into English the motto of the University of Chicago, crescat scientia, vita excolatur.
Let knowledge grow, let life be nourished.

TOSS-UP 6: What descendant of Aesacus, once hidden in the court of Lycomedes, slew Memnon with armor
which was made in the forge of Hephaestus?

ACHILLES
BONUS 1: Memnon himself had armor made by Hephaestus. Who was his mother who convinced
Hephaestus to forge this armor?
EOS
BONUS 2: Who is the third famous hero who also had armor made by Hephaestus?

AENEAS

TOSS-UP 7: Translate into English: Dum hostes dormiunt, unus ex militibus imperatorem interfecit.
WHILE THE ENEMY SLEPT, ONE OF THE SOLDIERS KILLED THE EMPEROR
BONUS 1: Now translate in to English: Dum litterator dormit, inprobi discipuli ludum incenderunt.
WHILE THE TEACHER SLEPT, THE NAUGHTY/DISLOYAL/SHAMELESS STUDENTS
BURNED THE SCHOOL
BONUS 2: Now translate into English Dum gubernator nimis vini bibit,nautae bracas surripuerunt
WHILE THE PILOT/HELMSMAN WAS DRINKING TOO MUCH WINE,
THE SAILORS STOLE/TOOK HIS PANTS

TOSS-UP 8: On April 6th, 46 BC, the Republican force led by Quintus Caecilius Metellus Scipio was
slaughtered by the forces of Julius Caesar, in what city in modern day Tunisia ?
THAPSUS
BONUS 1: Whose was Caesar's general at this battle?
(TITUS) LABIENUS
BONUS 2: What battle a year later in southern Spain, marked the end of Julius' civil war with the
Republican Optimates forces?
MUNDA
TOSS-UP 9 What son of Euryale, who married Side before she was sent to the Underworld, then raped Merope,
the daughter of King Oenopion, who in turn blinded this giant hunter?
ORION
BONUS 1: Who is the father of Orion?
ATLAS
BONUS 2: Who cured Orion of his blindness?
HELIUS
TOSS-UP 10: What is the meaning of the Latin verb consuesco, consuescere?
TO BE ACCUSTOMED
BONUS 1: What is the meaning of the Latin verb animadverto, animadvertere?
TO NOTICE
BONUS 2: What is the meaning of the Latin verb cerno, cernere?
TO SEE
TOSS-UP 11: Listen carefully to the following passage which I will read twice, then answer the question that
follows in Latin.
Postquam Roman venerunt, Lucumo nomen Lucio Tarquinium Priscum sibi sumpsit. Ibi
paulatim insignis factus est divitiis aliisque rebus. Postremo in amicitiam regis receptus tutor liberorum
regi testamento institutus est. Ancus annos quattuo et viginit regnavit. (repeat)
Question: Quam diu Ancus regnavit?
QUATTUOR ET VIGINTI ANNOS
BONUS 1: Quomodo tutor liberorum regis institutus est?
TESTAMENTO (PRISCI)
BONUS 2: Qualiscumque Priscus insignis factus est divitiis aliisque rebus?
PAULATIM
TOSS-UP 12: Which type of Roman vehicle was faster than a raeda and was a lightweight, two-wheeled
carriage?
CISIUM
BONUS 1: What was the term for a litter carried by four slaves?
LECTICA
BONUS 2: Which type of Roman vehicle was a luxurious traveling carriage?

CARRUCA
TOSS-UP 13:What do the following verbs have in common? indulgeo, nubo, displiceo, obsto, and parco.
TAKES DATIVE
BONUS 1: What case does reminiscor take?
GENITIVE
BONUS 2: What case does arceo take?
DATIVE

TOSS-UP 14: At what battle of 496 BC, did the Romans defeat the Latin League led by Tarquinius Superbus,
the recently ousted last king of Rome?
LAKE REGILLUS
BONUS 1. What ancestor of Nero is said to have had his beard turned bronze by the touch of Castor and
Pollux, following the battle?
AHENOBARBARUS
BONUS 2. What treaty, ratified three years later in 493 BC, established peace between the Romans and
Latins?
FOEDUS CASSIANUM
TOSS-UP 15: Which of the following English derivatives is derived from the Latin verb meaning to push or
drive?
Pavement perpetrate patter PEAL expenditure
BONUS 1: What is the Latin verb at the root of expenditure?
PENDO
BONUS 2: What is the Latin noun at the root of patter?
PATER
TOSS-UP 16: What twin sons of Oreithyia, eliminated the threat to Phineus, the Harpies, because of their
unique capability to fly?
ZEETES & CALAIS
BONUS 1: Which wind is said to be the father of the twins?
BOREAS
BONUS 2: The hair of wings of Zeetes & Calais are said to be what color?
PURPLE

TOSS-UP 17: Make the phrase corpus gracile comparative.
CORPUS GRACILIUS
BONUS 1: Make the phrase portus angustus accusative plural and superlative.
PORTUS ANGUSTISSIMOS
BONUS 2: Make the phrase exemplum idoneum comparative
EXEMPLUM MAGIS IDONEUM
TOSS-UP 18 : Which of the following battles, if any, did Julius Caesar not fight in?
Alesia, Thapsus, Dyrrhachium, Zela, Arausio, Gergovia
B1. Name the two battles in which Caesar was defeated.
Dyrrhachium, Gergovia
B2. Name the victorious opposing generals for each of those battles.
Pompey – Dyrrhachium, Vercingetorix – Gergovia

TOSS-UP 19: What hero, rescued from the sea by the fisherman Dictys, was known for turning Phineus into
stone with Medusa's head?
PERSEUS
BONUS 1: To what king does the fisherman Dictys take Perseus and his mother?
POLYDECTES
BONUS 2: How did Polydectes ultimately meet his end?

TURNED TO STONE

TOSS-UP 20: Perform the following command when called upon by the moderator. Sta celaque sub mensa et
magna voce clama in anglice: Odi haec quaestiones!
STUDENT SHOULD STAND, HIDE UNDER THE TABLE AND SHOUT IN A GREAT VOICE
I HATE THESE QUESTIONS"
BONUS 1: Now perform the following command. "omnes, celate sub mensa et magnis vocibus in
Anglice clamate" tu es pessimus omnium moderatorum"
ALL STUDENTS HIDE UNDER THE TABLE IN GREAT VOICES SHOUT IN ENGLISH,
YOU ARE THE WORST MODERATOR OF ALL
BONUS 2: Now perform the following command. "Surgite et minimis vocibus in Anglice dicite,
"putamus illam factionem male olfacere"
RISE AND IN THE SMALLEST VOICES SAY IN ENGLISH,
"WE THINK THAT TEAM SMELLS BADLY"
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TOSS-UP 1. What is the English meaning of iugum?
B1. What is the English meaning of pagus?

YOKE/TEAM/RIDGE/PAIR
CANTON/WARD/DISTRICT/COMMUNITY

B2. What is the English meaning of vadum?

SHALLOW/SHOAL/FORD/WATER

TOSS-UP 2: Who was clubbed to death by Athenian shepherds who thought they had been poisoned by the
wine he gave them?
ICARIUS
BONUS 1: Who was the daughter of Icarius who hanged herself over his grave?

ERIGONE

BONUS 2: Who had led Erigone to her father’s grave?

MAERA

TOSS-UP 3. Listen to the following passage from Vergil which I will read twice as prose and then answer the
questions that follow in Latin.
Eripiunt subito nubes caelumque diemque
Teucrorum ex oculis; ponto nox incubat atra.
Intonuere poli, et crebris micat ignibus aether,
praesentemque viris intentant omnia mortem. (Repeat)
Question: Quid incubat ponto?

NOX

B1: Quid crebris ignibus micat?
B2: Quos nubes eripiunt?

AETHER
CAELUM ET DIEM

TOSS-UP 4: What Greek general and statesman responded to a cry for help from the Tarentines to wage war
against the Romans in 280 BC?
PYRRHUS (of EPIRUS)
BONUS 1: At what two battles did Pyrrhus defeat the Romans, but consequently suffered considerable
losses.
HERACLEA & ASCULUM
BONUS 2: What Roman commander finally defeated Pyrrhus in 275 BC at the battle of Beneventum?
(M’. CURIUS) DENTATUS
TOSS-UP 5. What poet's death in 17/18 AD, brings to a close the Golden Age of Latin Literature?

OVID

B1: In what city did Ovid die?

TOMIS

B2: What is the title of Ovid's lost tragedy?

MEDEA

TOSS-UP 6: In the Roman world, it was considered unlucky to marry on August 24, October 5, and November
8 because of what yearly occurrence?
OPENING OF THE UNDERWORLD
BONUS 1: What is the Roman term for the bridal procession?

DEDUCTIO

BONUS 2: What is the Roman term for the engagement?

SPONSALIA

TOSS-UP 7. Put the phrase rupes acuta into the dative case

RUPI ACUTAE

B1: Put the phrase facinus eximium into the nominative plural
B2: Put the phrase latro nefandus into the ablative plural

FACINORA EXIMIA
LATRONIBUS NEFANDIS

TOSS-UP 8. What rhetorical device is the repetition of the same word or words in successive phrases?
ANAPHORA
B1: What rhetorical device is the negation of an opposite?

LITOTES

B2: What rhetorical device is the omission of conjunctions in a closely related series?

ASYNDETON

TOSS-UP 9: What structure in Great Britain with forts, mile-castles and turrets, and ditches ran for 80 miles
from the Tyne to Solway?
HADRIAN’S WALL
BONUS 1: What other structure was built to advance the frontier to the Scottish isthmus?
ANTONINE WALL
BONUS 2: Who was entrusted with the task of building this wall?

LOLLIUS URBICUS

TOSS-UP 10. What is the meaning of the Latin word at the root of both ventriloquist and soliloquy?
SPEAK
B1. What is the meaning of the Latin word at the root of manger and mandible?

CHEW

B2: What is the meaning of the Latin word at the root of deluge and lavish?

WASH

TOSS-UP 11: What daughter of Ligdus and Telethusa married her best friend--another girl--and was
subsequently changed into a man by Isis?

IPHIS

BONUS 1: Whose daughters were changed into snow-white doves by Bacchus so that they would be
saved from captivity to the Greeks?
ANIUS’S
BONUS 2: Some of Ovid’s transformations don’t involve people at all. What creature was born from the
ashes of the city of Ardea after Turnus could no longer protect it from Aeneas?
HERON
TOSS-UP 12. Put into Latin the common tagline: Pork, the other white meat.
PORCUS, ALIA/ALTERA ALBA CARO/CARNIS
B1: Translate this popular tagline: adipiscere partem rupis

GET A PIECE OF THE ROCK

B2: Translate this popular tagline: fortis satis viri, sed factus feminae
STRONG ENOUGH FOR A MAN BUT MADE FOR A WOMAN

TOSS-UP 13. Whose monograph provides an alternate account of the conspiracy of Catiline but still paints him
as a foe of law, order, and morality?
SALLUST
B1: Of course that work is the Bellum Catilinae, what is Sallust's other mongraph?
BELLUM JUGURTHINUM
B2: In what city was Sallust born?

AMITERNUM

TOSS-UP 14. Translate into Latin the following sentence: “We are not allowed to drink the water.”
NON LICET NOBIS BIBERE AQUAM
B1: Translate into Latin the following sentence: “It is very often essential to beat the students.”
NECESSE EST SAEPISSIME VERBERARE DISCIPULOS
B2: Translate into Latin the following sentence: “I pity the fool.”

ME MISERET STULTI

TOSS-UP 15: What Roman fountain goddess or nymph is said to have had an affair with Jupiter which was
revealed to Juno by another nymph, Lara? Although her parentage is largely unattested, Virgil portrays her as
the doting sister of Turnus.
JUTURNA
BONUS 1: Juturna was not the only woman helping the Italians fight against Aeneas. What Amazonlike Volscian warrior, so swift that she could run on water without getting her feet wet, fought as an ally
of Turnus but was eventually killed by the Trojan ally Arruns?
CAMILLA
BONUS 2: Juturna was also not the only immortal to meddle in the war. What fury had Juno sent to
inflame both Turnus and Amata before the fighting even began?
ALLECTO

TOSS-UP 16. What are the two uses of the ablative in the following words from Vergil?
tris Eurus ab alto / in brevia et Syrtis urget, miserabile visu.
PLACE FROM WHICH & RESPECT
B1: What use of the ablative is found in these words from Vergil?
tum, pietate gravem ac meritis si forte virum quem / conspexere

RESPECT

B2: What use of the ablative is found in these words from Vergil?
egressi optata potiuntur Troes harena
OBJECT OF DEPONENT VERB/ MEANS

TOSS-UP 17. What poet born around 284 BC, first translated the Odyssey into Latin? LIVIUS ANDRONICUS
B1: In what meter was his Odusia?

SATURNIAN

B2: Andronicus also wrote Latin comedies derived from Greek originals. What is the term for these type
of plays?
FABULAE PALLIATAE

TOSS-UP 18. Who was the youngest crew member of Odysseus' crew who, on a hot summer night on the island
Aeaea, fell to his death from Circe's roof?
ELPENOR
B1: Which crew member of Odysseus urged the crew to kill some of Helius' herds, thus incurring the
wrath of Zeus' which would lead to all of their deaths?
EURYLOCHUS
B2: What minstrel of Odysseus was forced to entertain the suitors in his master's absence but was spared
by the hero upon his return?
PHEMIUS
TOSS-UP 19: What battle demonstrated the advantage that the maniple formation had over the phalanx, leaving
Macedonia without an army and a king in 168 BC?
PYDNA
BONUS 1: Who led this victory over the Macedonians at Pydna?

(L. AEMILIUS) PAULUS

BONUS 2: What adventurer pretended to be the son of Perseus in the hope of reuniting Macedonia,
thus initiating the Fourth Macedonian War?
ANDRISCUS

TOSS-UP 20. Translate into English: Credo nos victuros esse hodie.
I BELIEVE THAT WE WILL WIN TODAY
B1: Translate: Sumus meliores quam vos.
WE ARE BETTER THAN YOU.
B2: Translate: Nunc hoc certamen nobis vincendum est.
NOW WE MUST WIN THIS CONTEST/ THIS CONTEST MUST BE WON BY US
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TOSS-UP 1: What son of Demaratus of Corinth was originally named Lucumo before arriving at the gates of
Rome to an auspicious sign saying that he would become king?
TARQUINIUS PRISCUS
BONUS 1: What was the name of his wife who interpreted the sign of the eagle flying over Priscus’s head?
TANAQUIL
BONUS 2: How did Tarquinius Priscus die?
(BLOW TO THE HEAD BY AN AXE) BY THE SONS OF ANCUS MARCIUS

TOSS-UP 2: What Lydian thieves and sons of Poseidon and Theia were transformed into either stone or
monkeys by Zeus after so amusing Heracles with their jokes that the hero let them go?
CERCOPES (or ACMON and PASSALUS)
BONUS 1: What other Lydian outlaw, together with his daughter Xenodice, was killed by Heracles
around the same time?
SYLEUS
BONUS 2: Why was Heracles in Lydia?

WORKING/SERVANT for OMPHALE

TOSS-UP 3. For the verb pingo, give the perfect active infinitive

PINXISSE

B1: For the verb pergo, give the perfect passive infinitive

PERRECTUM ESSE

B2: For the verb perdo, give the future passive infinitive

PERDITUM IRI

TOSS-UP 4. What is the most important work of Ennius, a work in verse which tells Rome's story from the fall
of Troy to Ennius' own time?
ANNALES
B1: In what meter is the Annales?
B2: Into how many books are the Annales divided?

DACTYLIC HEXAMETER
18

TOSS-UP 5. Which of the following is not derived form the same Latin root as the others?
Function FUNGUS Defunct Perfunctorily
B1. Which of the following is not derived form the same Latin root as the others?
Pusillanimous animadversion INANIMATE equanimity
B2: Which of the following is not derived form the same Latin root as the others?
Recital solicit SUCCINCT citation

TOSS-UP 6: Place the following battles in chronological order: Aegates Islands, Drepanum, Agrigentum,
Mylae.
AGRIGENTUM, MYLAE, DREPANUM, AEGATES ISLANDS
BONUS 1: At which of these battles did Gaius Duillius use the corvus?

MYLAE

BONUS 2: Who sacrilegiously ignored the omen of the sacred chickens and threw them overboard
before rushing into a devastating defeat at Drepanum?
(P.) CLAUDIUS PULCHER

TOSS-UP 7. What is the use of the subjunctive in the following words from Cicero?
Quid proxima, quid superiore nocte egeris, ubi fueris, quos convocaveris, quid consilii ceperis,
quem nostrum ignorare arbitraris?
INDIRECT QUESTION
B1: What is the use of the subjunctive in the following words from Cicero?
Fuit, fuit ista quondam in hac re publica virtus, ut viri fortes acrioribus suppliciis civem
perniciosum quam acerbissimum hostem coercerent.
RESULT CLAUSE
B2: What is the use of the subjunctive in the following words from Cicero?
Quamdiu quisquam erit, qui te defendere audeat, vives, et vives ita, ut nunc vivis.
RELATIVE CLAUSE OF CHARACTERISTIC

TOSS-UP 8. What is the full name of the poet born in 65 BC who is the author of Carmen Saeculare and
Ars Poetica?
QUINTUS HORATIUS FLACCUS
B1: In what meter is the Carmen Saeculare?
B2: Horace's Sermones are influenced by what other author of Roman satire?

SAPPHIC
LUCILLIUS

TOSS-UP 9: The herald Copreus fashioned a bronze jar for what master so that the latter could hide from the
fearsome the trophies Heracles brought before him as evidence of his completed labors?
EURYSTHEUS
BONUS 1: Copreus, as it turns out, was actually the uncle of his master Eurystheus. Copreus’s parents
were Pelops and Hippodameia, whose daughter Nicippe was married to what father of Eurystheus?
STHENELUS
BONUS 2: Several other daughters of Pelops were married to sons of Perseus as well. Name the son of
one such union between Astydameia and Alcaeus.
AMPHITRYON

TOSS-UP 10. What popular TV series would the Romans have called, "Quomodo occurro tuae matri"?
HOW I MET YOUR MOTHER
B1: What popular TV series would the Romans have called, "Ultio"?

REVENGE

B2: Put into Latin the popular TV series title, "Pretty Little Liars"
PULCHRAE PARVAE MENDACES

TOSS-UP 11. Which crew member of the Argo, a son of Poseidon by Europa, supposedly released the dove
between the Clashing Rocks, and then urged the men to row faster as he ran back and forth next
to the ship without getting his feet wet?
EUPHEMUS
B1: Which other crew member, a grandson of Poseidon, had the ability to shapeshift, but was shot down
by Heracles when he turned himself to an eagle and attacked him?
PERICLYMENUS
B2: Which other crew member, a son of Hermes, who persuaded the Lemnian women to permit the
Argonauts to stay the night on their island, was allowed to retain his memory in the Underworld?
AETHALIDES

TOSS-UP 12 . Translate into Latin the following sentence: “If Caesar should write seven books,
Aulus would write one.”
SI CAESAR SEPTEM LIBROS SCRIBAT, AULUS UNUM (LIBRUM) SCRIBAT
B1:Translate into Latin: “If Cicero had spoken longer, no one would have remained.”
SI CICERO LONGIUS LOCUTUS ESSET, NEMO MANSISSET
B2: Translate into Latin: “If Publius were to live, he would not die in Brundisium.”
SI PUBLIUS VIVERET, NON MORERETUR BRUNDISII
TOSS-UP 13: What was the term used for an empty tomb built in honor of a lost body?
CENOTAPHIUM
BONUS 1: Where were the puticuli located?
BONUS 2: What was the term for the dirges sung by funeral mourners?

TOSS-UP 14. What rhetorical device is illustrated in the following phrase?
implentur veteris Bacchi pinguisque ferinae
B1: What rhetorical device is illustrated in the following phrase?
Minis aut blandimentis corrupta

ESQUILINE HILL
NENIAE

METONYMY

ZEUGMA

B2: Give two rhetorical devices, other than alliteration, illustrated in this line of Vergil
vi superum saevae memorem Iunonis ob iram
TRANSFERRED EPITHET (ENALLAGE)
& SYNCHESIS

TOSS-UP 15. Listen to the following passage from Sallust which I will read twice and then answer the
questions that follow in Latin.
Deinde Catilina se ex curia domum proripuit. Ibi multa ipse secum volvens, quod neque insidiae
consuli procedebant et ab incendio intellegebat urbem vigiliis munitam, optumum factu credens
exercitum augere ac, prius quam legiones scriberentur, multa antecapere quae bello usui forent,
nocte intempesta cum paucis in Manliana castra profectus est.
Question: Quo Catilina se proripuit?

DOMUM

B1: Quomodo Catilina intellegebat urbem munitam esse?
B2: Quibuscum Catilina profectus est?

VIGILIIS
(CUM) PAUCIS

TOSS-UP 16. Please translate the following sentence into English: Numquam odi natandum in mari
I NEVER HATE SWIMMING IN THE SEA.
B1: Please translate the following sentence into English: Nuper coepi venandum in silva.
RECENTLY I BEGAN HUNTING IN THE WOODS/FOREST
B2: Please translate the following sentence into English: Semper memini saltandum in imbre.
I ALWAYS REMEMBER DANCING IN THE RAIN
TOSS-UP 17. What lyric poet addressed several poems to Varus, Alfenus, Juventius, Aurelius and Furius and of
course many to Lesbia?
CATULLUS
B1: To whom does Catullus dedicate his little polished book?

CORNELIUS NEPOS

B2: Whom does Catullus famously invite to dinner but insists that he should bring the dinner with him?
FABULLUS
TOSS-UP 18 : Clearly no Odysseus and Diomedes, what two friends were killed during their nighttime raid
against the Rutulians in Book IX of the Aeneid because the light reflecting from the younger
man’s polished helmet alerted Volcens of their presence?
NISUS AND EURYALUS
BONUS 1: What had been the real goal of this ill-fated pair’s mission through the night?
TO RECALL AENEAS (from Pallanteum)
BONUS 2: On whose advice had Aeneas gone to seek allies in Arcadia in Book VIII of the Aeneid?
TIBER’S
TOSS-UP 19 : Attributed originally to the Roman tragic poet Lucius Accius, “oderint dum metuant” became a
favorite saying of what Julio-Claudian emperor?
CALIGULA
BONUS 1: What Julio-Claudian emperor’s favorite saying was “oderint dum probent”?

TIBERIUS

BONUS 2: After issuing a tax on urine, what emperor famously remarked “pecunia non olet”?
VESPASIAN

TOSS-UP 20. Differentiate in meaning between tego tegere and texo texere

TO COVER & TO WEAVE

B1: Give three different Latin words for “again”
ITERUM/DENUO/RURSUS/RURSUM/INVICEM/MUTUO
B2: Give three different Latin verbs that mean “kill”
INTERFICIO/CAEDO/OCCIDO/INTERIMO/NECO/PERIMO
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TOSS-UP 1. A fragment of Vidularia remains from which early Roman playwright, along with the fully extant
plays Mostellaria, Poenulus, and Pseudolus?
PLAUTUS
B1: What was Plautus' favorite play?
B2: Which of Plautus' plays contains no female characters?

EPIDICUS
CAPTIVI

TOSS-UP 2. Translate: Hannibal miratus est cur Scipio diu proelium vitavisset.
HANNIBAL WONDERED WHY SCIPIO FOR A LONG TIME HAD AVOIDED BATTLE
B1. Translate: Hannibal proficiscens ab Italia lacrimavit diutissime.
HANNIBAL SETTING OUT FROM ITALY WEPT FOR THE LONGEST TIME
B2: Translate: Scipio non dubitat quin se Hannibalem quam celerrime interficiat.
SCIPIO DOES NOT DOUBT THAT HE WILL KILL HANNIBAL AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE

TOSS-UP 3: What eloquent, able, courageous, and sometimes selfish tribune had no patience with obstructive
tactics or legal technicalities and believed that fists and stones were more effective than vetoes or religious
“omens,” as he bullied his way to get laws passed, including one assigning land to Marius’s veterans?
(L. APPULEIUS) SATURNINUS
BONUS 1: Against what consular candidate did Saturninus incite a mob to beat him to death?
MEMMIUS
BONUS 2: With what candidate for consul did Saturninus flee to the Capitoline in 100 BC before surrendering
after an “official pledge of safety”?
GLAUCIA

TOSS-UP 4: What twin half-brothers, one a noted musician, the other an ancestor of Odysseus, were conceived
by a pair of gods who seduced their mortal mother on the same night?
PHILAMMON AND AUTOLYCUS
BONUS 1: According to Ovid, how did Chione die?
BONUS 2: Who was Chione’s father?

SHOT BY ARTEMIS’S ARROW
DEDALION

TOSS-UP 5. Give a second conjugation deponent verb meaning “to fear”:

VEREOR VERERI

B1. Give a second conjugation deponent verb meaning “to admit”:

FATEOR FATERI

B2. Give a second conjugation deponent verb meaning “to look at”:

TUEOR TUERI

TOSS-UP 6 . In which essay of Cicero is Cato the Elder the main speaker who discusses death and aging?
DE SENECTUTE
B1: In which essay of Cicero does the Somnium Scipionis appear?

DE RE PUBLICA

B2: What three book essay of Cicero's, written during the last year of his life, is an attempt to define the
ideals of public behavior and is highly critical of the recently overthrown dictator Julius Caesar?
DE OFFICIIS

TOSS-UP 7. Translate into Latin: “There is no one who likes these questions.”
NEMO EST QUI HAEC QUAESTIONES AMET
B1: Translate into Latin: “There are some who do not know the correct answers.”
SUNT QUI RECTA RESPONSA NESCIANT
B2: Translate in Latin: “There is no doubt that the author of these questions is very cruel.”
NON DUBIUM EST QUIN AUCTOR QUAESTIONUM CRUDELISSIMUS SIT

TOSS-UP 8: What capable Marian general staged a successful revolt in Spain until he was killed by his jealous
and lesser co-commander?
(QUINTUS) SERTORIUS
BONUS 1: Who was his less-capable co-commander, envious of the glory Sertorius was receiving?
PERPERNA (or some sources say “Perpenna”)
BONUS 2: Who finally put an end to the revolt by defeating Perperna?

POMPEY

TOSS-UP 9. Listen to the following passage from Catullus which I will read twice as prose, then answer the
questions that follow in Latin:
cui faveam potius? Caeli, tibi: nam tua nobis
perspecta ex igni est unica amicitia,
cum vesana meas torreret flamma medullas.
sis felix, Caeli, sis in amore potens.
Question: cui faveam?
B1: quis ex igni perspecta est?
B2: Quā meae medullae torrebantur?

CAELI
TUA AMICITIA
VESANA FLAMMA

TOSS-UP 10: Pandarus’s claim to fame in the Iliad is his archery and the fact that he breaks the truce by
shooting at Menelaus. What Greek cuts his life short in Book V of the Iliad?
DIOMEDES
BONUS 1: Which Olympian had granted insuperable strength to Diomedes just before this occurred?
ATHENA
BONUS 2: Aside from strength, what else did Athena give Diomedes?
POWER TO RECOGNIZE IMMORTALS

TOSS-UP 11. Whose early works may include Culex, Moretum, and Catalepton, but whose first major work
is the Eclogues?
VERGIL
B1: How many Eclogues are there?
B2: To whom is the fourth, so called Messianic, Eclogue addressed to?

10
ASINIUS POLLIO

TOSS-UP 12. What is the use of the genitive case in the following words from Cicero?
Me civitatis morum piget taedetque
CAUSE OF FEELING/OBJECT OF IMPERSONAL VERB
B1: What is the use of the genitive in the following words of Cicero?
Clodi intererat Milonem perire
GENITIVE OF THE PERSON/ WITH INTEREST
B2: What is the use of the genitive in the following words of Cicero?
Convivium veteris Bacchi pinguisque ferinae
OBJECT OF A VERB OF PLENTY OR WANT

TOSS-UP 13: What festival held on February 22 commemorated blood kinship?

CARA COGNATIO

BONUS 1: What is the Latin term for daughter-in-law?
BONUS 2: What was the closest tie of relationship among the Romans?

NURUS
AGNATIO

TOSS-UP 14. What English derivative from the Latin for to regret means, a public institution in which
offenders against the law are confined for detention or punishment?
PENITENTIARY
B1: What English derivative from the Latin for to spread out means, a violation of moral
or social ethics?

TRESPASS

B2: What English derivative from the Latin for shield means, a member of the English gentry ranking
below a knight?
ESQUIRE

TOSS-UP 15: What daughter of Orchamus was first buried alive by her father and then transformed into a
frankincense bush by the mourning Helios after Clytie revealed to her father that the girl had been
seduced by the god?
LEUCOTHOE (not Leucothea)
BONUS 1: What lover of Apollo became by him the mother of Idmon and Aristaeus?
CYRENE
BONUS 2: What other lover of Apollo, and subsequently the wife of Andraemon, bore a son named
Amphissus to the god?
DRYOPE

TOSS-UP 16. In what meter is the following line of poetry written?
Passer deliciae meae puellae
B1: In what meter is the following line of poetry written?
Aeneadum genetrix, hominum divomque voluptas

HENDECASYLLABIC

DACTYLIC HEXAMETER

B2: In what meter is the following line of poetry written?
Cynthia prima suis miserum me cepit ocellis
DACTYLIC HEXAMTER (Do NOT accept Elegaic Couplet)

TOSS-UP 17. It's time for Billboard's Top 100 pop songs. What song from that list would be rendered
into Latin as Parca Taberna?
THRIFT SHOP
B1: Render into Latin the title of Justin Timberlake's hit song, "Mirrors"

SPECULA

B2: Render into Latin using a subjunctive the title of Chris Brown's hit song, "Don't Judge Me."
Ne iudicaveris me OR Cave iudicares me

TOSS-UP 18: During what emperor’s reign were the following provinces created: Armenia, Mesopotamia,
Assyria, and Dacia?
TRAJAN
BONUS 1: Which of these provinces is farthest north?
BONUS 2: What was the capital of Dacia?

DACIA
SARMIZEGETHUSA

TOSS-UP 19: What Sicilian king twice hosted Aeneas and his men during their wanderings, once before the
Trojans reached Carthage and once after they had left it behind?
ACESTES
BONUS 1: Which of the contests at the funeral games of Anchises did Acestes compete in and win?
ARCHERY
BONUS 2: What captain of the Scylla won the boatrace?
CLOANTHUS

TOSS-UP 20. For the verb for fari, give the second person singular imperfect subjunctive
B1: For the verb molior moliri, give the first person plural present subjunctive
B2: For the verb largior largiri, give the third person singular perfect subjunctive

FARES
MOLIAMUR
LARGITUS SIT
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ADVANCED Round FINAL

TOSS-UP 1: Please translate into English the following sentence:
Tantum reliquum est ut inter nos in hoc certamine certamus.
ONLY IT REMAINS/THE ONLY THING LEFT IS
THAT/TO
WE VIE/STRUGGLE/CONTEST/FIGHT/CONTEND
BETWEEN/AMONGST US/OURSELVES
IN THIS CONTEST
BONUS 1: Now translate this. Nihil interest vincamus necne vincamus.
IT MATTERS NOT/IT DOES NOT MATTER
WHETHER WE WIN OR NOT
BONUS 2: Now translate this. Etsi verberatum fortasse interfectum ceteras manus vēnimus.
EVEN IF/ALTHOUGH
WE CAME/ HAVE COME
TO BEAT/LASH/SCOURGE/FLOG/BATTER/HAMMER/ASSAIL
PERHAPS
TO KILL/ DESTROY
THE REST OF THE TEAMS/ BANDS/ FORCES

TOSS-UP 2: IN 58 BC, Vatinius passed a law that gave Caesar immediate proconsular imperium for five years
over what three specific provinces?
CISALPINE GAUL, TRANSALPINE GAUL, ILLYRICUM
BONUS 1: What tribe from western Switzerland did Caesar defeat at Bibracte in 58 BC?
BONUS 2: What rude king of the Suebi did Caesar defeat at Vosges in the same year?

HELVETII
ARIOVISTUS

TOSS-UP 3: According to Wergil, what son of Aeolus did a jealous Triton drown, when the man boasted about
his skill at making music with a hollow shell? Aeneas and his men were obliged to bury this fallen comrade
before Aeneas could make his journey into the Underworld.
MISENUS
BONUS 1: What Lycian commander who went down with his ship in Book I of the Aeneid does Aeneas
see in the Underworld in Book VI?
ORONTES
BONUS 2: In the Underworld, Aeneas talks first to Palinurus, then Dido, and then third to a son of
Priam whose fate was previously unknown to the hero. Who was this man, who had been killed during
the sack of Troy?
DEIPHOBUS

TOSS-UP 4: Who is the author of the following works? De Clementia, Epistulae Morales ad Lucilium, Dialogi,
and 9 tragedies on Greek subjects.
SENECA THE YOUNGER
BONUS 1: What is the term for tragedies based on Greek subjects in Latin?
FABULAE COTHURNATAE
BONUS 2: What is the only surving tragedy of Seneca based on a Roman subject?

OCTAVIA

TOSS-UP 5: Please make the phrase, vetus idonea navis, superlative.
VETERRIMA MAXIME IDONEA NAVIS
BONUS 1: Please make the phrase, audax ebrius latro, accusative plural and comparative.
AUDACIORES MAGIS EBRIOS LATRONES
BONUS 2: Please make the phrase, senex regalis vates, dative and superlative.
MAXIMO NATU REGALISSIMO VATI
or MAXIMAE NATU REGALISSIMAE VATI

TOSS-UP 6: Listen to the following letter from Cicero to his wife, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin
the question that follows.
In maximis meis doloribus excruciat me valetudo Tulliae nostrae, de qua nihil est quod ad te plura
scribam; tibi enim aeque magnae curae esse certo scio. Quod me proprius vultis accedere, video ita esse
faciendum: etiam ante fecissem, sed me multa impediverunt, quae ne nunc quidem expedita sunt. Sed a
Pomponio exspecto litteras, quas ad me quam primum perferendas cures velim. Da operam, ut valeas.
(repeat)
Question: Quid excruciat Ciceronem?
BONUS 1: Cur Cicero non propius accessit?
BONUS 2: Quid Cicero Terentiam mittere sibi vult?

VALETUDO TULLIAE (NOSTRAE)
MULTA IMPEDIVERUNT CICERONEM
LITTERAE A POMPONIO/ATTICO

TOSS-UP 7: What Romanized Germanic general in the 5th century AD exercised the political power he held as
magister militum through appointments of puppet emperors and was consequently nicknamed the “kingmaker”?
RICIMER
BONUS 1: Who was the penultimate emperor of the Western Roman Emperor before being forced to
peacefully abdicate the throne to Romulus Augustulus in 475 AD?
JULIUS NEPOS
BONUS 2: What father of Romulus Augustulus was successful in deposing Julius Nepos?

ORESTES

TOSS-UP 8: What use of the subjunctive is in this quotation from Horace?
Nil admirari prope res est una solaque possit facere et servare beatum.
RELATIVE CLAUSE OF CHARACTERISTIC
BONUS 1: What use of the subjunctive is in this quotation from Ovid? Tantum ne noceat.
CLAUSE OF PROVISO
BONUS 2: What use of the subjunctive is in this quotation from Cicero? An ego non venirem?
DELIBERATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE

TOSS-UP 9: Whose incomplete history of 16 or 18 books, begins with the sentence:
Urbem Romam a principio reges habuere; libertatem et consulatum L. Brutus instituit?
TACITUS
BONUS 1: Whose work begins with this sentence? Efflagitasti cotidiano convicio ut libros quos ad
Marcellum meum de institutione oratoria scripseram iam emittere inciperem.
QUINTILLIAN
BONUS 2: Whose first satire begins with this line? O curas hominum! o quantum est in rebus inane.
PERSIUS

TOSS-UP 10: What son of Terpes was spared by Odysseus on his return to Ithaca because he had been forced
against his will to perform songs for the suitors?
PHEMIUS
BONUS 1: What other man, a gardener in Odysseus’s court, remained loyal to his master along with six
of his sons, and even aided Odysseus in the battle against the suitors?
DOLIUS
BONUS 2: What son of Oenops was the first to attempt to string the bow, had predicted that Odysseus
would avenge the crimes of the suitors, and was ultimately beheaded by Odysseus as he clung to his
knees, begging for mercy?
LEODES

TOSS-UP 11: Please give the meaning of the Latin noun: delubrum

SHRINE or TEMPLE

BONUS 1: Give two additional second declension nouns which also mean temple
TEMPLUM & FANUM
BONUS 2: Now give a third delcension noun which means temple in it's singular forms.

AEDES

TOSS-UP 12: What type of atrium had a roof that sloped towards its outer walls and gutters on the outside to
carry off the water?
DISPLUVIATUM
BONUS 1: What type of atrium was formed by two pairs of beams crossing at right angles?
TUSCANICUM
BONUS 2: What type of atrium had more than four pillars or columns supporting its beams?
CORINTHIUM

TOSS-UP 13: What island came into being when the mother of Hecate leapt into the sea and became a quail?
This island was the birthplace of Hecate’s first cousin, Artemis.
ORTYGIA
BONUS 1: What island came into being when a clod of earth was thrown into the sea by the Argonaut
Euphemus?
THERA
BONUS 2: On what Western island were Hades' herd of cattle guarded by Menoetes?

ERYTHEIA

TOSS-UP 14: What distinguished statesman, a novus homo elected to the consulship in 195 BC, was the
author of the first Italian history in Latin, and is the first Latin prose writer of any importance?
CATO THE ELDER
BONUS 1: What was this first history in Latin, covering the years from the founding of Rome up to the
praetorship of Servius Sulpicius Galba in 152 BC?
ORIGINES
BONUS 2: Into how many books was the Origines divided?

SEVEN

TOSS-UP 15: Translate following question into Latin: "Do you believe that Catiline was worthy of the honor of
coming into the senate?"
CREDISNE CATILINAM DIGNUM HONORE VENIENDI IN SENATUM FUISSE
BONUS 1: Translate this question into Latin: "Do you prefer to stay in Rome or go to Faesulae?"
MAVISNE ROMAE MANERE AN IRE FAESULAS
BONUS 2: Translate this question into Latin: "Why should we ask you to stay in this town in which
there is so much danger?"
CUR ROGEMUS VOS UT IN HOC OPPIDO IN QUO TANTUM PERICULI SIT MANEATIS
CUR ROGEMUS TE UT IN HOC OPPIDO IN QUO TANTUM PERICULI SIT MANEAS

TOSS-UP 16: Which of the four Elegiac authors, from Quintillian's cannon of four, does he refer to as "terse
and elegant"? His patron was Mesalla and wrote three books of elegies addressed to various recipients such as
Marathus, Nemesis, and Delia.
TIBULLUS
BONUS 1: Which of the four Elegaic authors' patron was Maecenas and refers to himself as the "Roman
Callimachus"?
PROPERTIUS
BONUS 2: Complete this analogy to complete this question on the cannon of four Elegists. Ovid:
Cynthia:: Gallus:: ___________?
LYCORIS

TOSS-UP 17. What is the meaning of the Latin noun at the root of peculiar?
B1. What is the meaning of the Latin noun at the root of eglantine?
B2: What is the meaning of the Latin verb at the root of anxious?

CATTLE/HERD/FLOCK
NEEDLE
TO SQUEEZE

TOSS-UP 18: What very beautiful daughter of the Theban regent Nycteus, caught the eye of Zeus who lay with
her in the guise of a satyr, and bore twin sons Amphion and Zethus?
ANTIOPE
BONUS 1: Antiope fled to King Epopeus who wounded Nycteus mortally. What brother of Nycteus did
he enjoin to avenge his clash with Epopeus?
LYCUS
BONUS 2: Who was the wife of Lycus who cruelly mistreated Dirce for years before her sons tied her
to a bull?
DIRCE

TOSS-UP 19: What ambitious and strong-willed queen, who matched the Egyptian Cleopatra in intellect and
personality and far surpassed her in beauty and virtue, ascended to the throne following her husband’s death and
extended Palmyra’s dominion over Egypt and Asia Minor as far north as Bithynia?
ZENOBIA
BONUS 1: After Aurelian defeated the insurgent Zenobia, what title did he receive?
RESTITUTOR ORIENTIS
BONUS 2: When Zenobia was captured, what chief advisor, a celebrated Greek rhetorician, polymath
and philosopher, did she blame for inspiring the aggressions against Rome?
(DIONYSIUS CASSIUS) LONGINUS

TOSS-UP 20: When called upon by the moderator perform the following command that you may want to learn
as it might prove useful in a few weeks.
Dic anglice, sicut incola Hiberniae, osculare me, sum Hibernienus.
STUDENT SHOULD SAY, IN AN IRISH ACCENT, KISS ME I'M IRISH
BONUS 1: Now say in Latin, "there is no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow."
EST NULLA AULA AURI AD FINEM ARCUS/IRIS
BONUS 2: Now say in Latin, "bring me my lucky charms."
FER MIHI
MEOS FELICES CANTUS
MEA FELICIA CARMINA
MEAS FELICES VENUSTATES/GRATIAS

